TF ATLAS (CIED)

INFORMATION BRIEF

The overall classification of this briefing is: UNCLASSIFIED
• Mission Statement
• Development / Implementation
• TF ATLAS Road to FOC
• Accomplishments
• Capabilities
CJTF ATLAS synchronizes and coordinates the direction of counter-improvised explosive device / chemical threat (C-IED/CW) efforts inside the Combined Joint Operating Area (CJOA) enhancing coalition abilities to degrade and neutralize DA’ESH IED/CW capability by applying C-IED/CW targeting processes to achieve cohesive coalition effects and build sustainable C-IED/EOD capability within the CJOA; IOT enable the military defeat of DA’ESH.
• CJTF OIR CIED to TF ATLAS

Turkish Exports to Syria

From 2013 to 2014 Fertilizer Exports to Syria increased 1056%
**Road to FOC**

**March**
- 52D OD GP (EOD) Arrival
- CJTF, CJ3 CIED

**April**
- TF ATLAS IOC
- Established Joint Manning Document
- 30 Day assessment & Mission Analysis
- Absorbed CJ3 CIED cell

**May**
- FOC
- Took over CIED targeting requirements
- Hosted Chemical Threat Working Group
- Publishing Weekly Activity Reports
Accomplishments

• Attack the Network
  • Improved the Target development numbers from 22 to 65 within the first 60 days

• Defeat the Device
  • Improved average monthly cases at FXT Laboratory from 14 to 40 in first 30 days

• Train the Force
  • Over 17,700 Iraqis trained at BPC sites

• Key Leader Engagements
  • TF ATLAS Advertising Campaign

• Explosive Hazard Clearance
  • Assisted in formulating a strategy to clear Manbij, Raqqa, Mara’a line
  • Supporting UNMAS clearing planning in Iraq & Syria

• MISC
  • Provided 45 CIED Training kits to six BPC sites in Iraq
  • Answered 29 RFI’s

• Working Initiatives
  • VSO/MSO training in Turkey
  • Pesh Training
  • NATO CIED training site
Capabilities

- Intel / Operations / Analysts
- Intelligence Target Developers
- Capabilities Data Integrators
- CIED Trainers
- CIED Fabricator
- Cultural Advisors
- Joint Expeditionary Teams
- ORSA Analyst
- CIED Technical Integrators
- Forensics Exploitation Team
- CBRNE Analytical and Remediation Activity
- Reach back Capability
Where to get more information

- https://intelshare.intelink.sgov.gov/sites/cjtfoir-cied/
- www.pixtoday.net
Questions?